
Jamie Pace Software Engineer
Denver, CO | jamiejpace@gmail.com | (970) 985-9841 | LinkedIn | GitHub

SKILLS
Languages/Frameworks: Ruby, Rails, Bootstrap, HTML, GraphQL
Systems/Practices: TDD, OOP, MVC design pattern, REST architecture,  paired programming, agile workflows
Tools/Testing: Postgres, ActiveRecord, RSpec, Git, Github

PROJECTS
Thumbtack | GitHub | Heroku
Tech Stack: Ruby, Rails, GraphQL, ActiveRecord, PostgreSQL, RSpec, CircleCI
Conceptualized and built over two weeks utilizing short sprints. Created by a team of two frontend developers and three backend
developers, this application allows users to organize and visualize their saved websites using nested, user-created folders.

● Self taught and implemented GraphQL while exposing our API
● Utilized a web scraping gem to add images for stored websites and created a breadcrumb trail for current file path

Sweater Weather | GitHub
Tech Stack: Ruby, Rails, ActiveRecord, PostgreSQL, RSpec, Bcrypt, Postman
Sweater Weather is a road trip planning application that aggregates data from multiple external APIs and exposes that data in
multiple API endpoints.  It was built as a solo project over the course of four days.

● Required an authentication token and exposed CRUD functionality
● Determined technical specifications based on frontend wireframes and created serializers to format JSON responses

Snackr Trackr | GitHub | Heroku
Tech Stack: Ruby, Rails, ActiveRecord, PostgreSQL, RSpec, HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, TravisCI, Capybara
Snackr Trackr is an  application for tracking food sensitivities that was conceptualized and built over the course of 10 days with a
team of five developers. Worked on both the frontend and backend team.

● Required user authentication through Google Oauth
● Agile workflow utilizing daily standups and GitHub project board

EXPERIENCE
Grand Valley Oncology, Infusion Charge Nurse December 2015-August 2020

● Administered chemotherapy to 6-8 patients a day while supervising infusion nurses and creating sta�ng assignments
● Communicated with a large, multidisciplinary team to design and implement patient care plans
● Collaborated with the pharmacy team to develop a system for managing the care of oral chemotherapy patients

Travel Nurse Assignments
● Completed five oncology travel nursing assignments across four di�erent states
● Each assignment required learning new EMR software, workflow protocols, and nursing algorithms
● Limited training lasted only 1-2 shifts before taking a full patient load independently

EDUCATION
Turing School of Software & Design, Backend Engineering Certificate Current
Seven month, intensive software development program that is ACCET certified and has a project based curriculum.

Colorado Mesa University, Bachelor of Arts in English Literature & Bachelor of Science in Nursing 2013
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